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When Seattle artist Ellen Ziegler was growing up in Los Angeles, her father, a businessman with 

a fascination with things Chinese and Japanese, would bring home from trips abroad art trinkets 

for his artist daughter. Paper puppets, woodblock prints, pieces of textile, and once, a hand-

carved seal and a pot of brilliant vermilion ink – an gift that sparked in Ziegler a life’s involvement 

with the color and with many of the cultures, ceremonies, locations, and objects that hold it 

integral. The very depth and power of vermilion has compelled Ziegler too; she describes it as her 

totemic color.  

	  

“Vermilion”, Ziegler’s newest series of drawings, brings to bear these early encounters in a 

visceral way that commands our interaction with both the eye and the imagination. As a gallerist, I 

am excited by work that evinces the human hand and its wondrous variety of expression. Seeing 

Ellen’s drawings for the first time, my first impulse was to allow my focus to wander across each 

sheet, linger in frenzied areas to unknot layers, marvel at the power contained in certain marks, 

consider implied associations to biology, astronomy, and maps, and delight in places where these 

aggressive and delicate declarations tapered to empty fields of white paper. 

 

This series is about materials and Ziegler’s well-honed understanding of the particulars of each 

one. Like someone committing to muscle memory the complicated scales of jazz improvisation, 

Ziegler has spent years with her practice, which now allows her to riff across the page with 

confidence. Her preference for arcane and obsolete materials and tools also affects her work; 

innate variability plays out in ways unplanned, but welcomed in their final result.  

 

For “Vermilion”, Ziegler has used transfer paper saturated with pigment, which she manipulates 

both for mark making and as an applied layer like chine-collé. As a tool she employs an obsolete 

piece of sign painter’s equipment which, when electrified, leaves burned pin-hole trails. Other 

methods include stencils that she prick-burns, which respond with blatty pointillist shapes when 

pigment is pounced through, and irregular scorched holes resulting from her momentary 

controlled burning of the drawing paper.	  

	  

Reference also informs parts of Ziegler’s visual language of accreted layers, aggressive marks, 

and imprecise structures. Her drawings are replete with symbols and forms that recall properties 

of physics, mapping, microscopic realms, and cosmic structures. They are populated by dot 



patterns derived from early maps of Seattle; a repeating cone shape that evokes illustrations of 

relativity; forms alluding to bacteriophages on a vermilion-stained slide specimen; fuzzy fields of 

pigment and dots, like those made by our eyes’ rods and cones in shadowy places; and of course, 

the vibrant vermilion color itself, and its associations to the history of art and culture.   

 

Think of the saturated background of the fresco images in the famous Villa of Mysteries in 

Pompeii, the thousands of vermilion torii gates that line the mountain path to the Shinto Shrine at 

Fushimi Inari, or the startling line of red that marks the parted hairline of many married women in 

India. In particular, I’m reminded of the arresting abstraction of handprints, painted in raw ochre 

(an available pigment and artistic cousin to the mercury ore, cinnabar, from which vermilion 

comes) that mark the entrance to the earliest known sacred space, the Paleolithic Chauvet Cave. 

Vermilion is in fact a color that has compelled artists like few others, a color that threads through 

Ziegler’s artistic life. 

	  

A more veiled presence, but equally significant in this and other bodies of work by Ziegler, is an 

intuitive sense that has been nurtured over time and by particular transformative encounters. As a 

young child, Ziegler experienced trance-like moments while losing herself in the sounds, colorful 

patterns and smells of Los Angeles’ Chinatown and Japantown, an experience she came to 

anticipate with pleasure, and one she would later recognize as similar to a chemical high.  Later in 

life, on two separate trips to the Japanese Buddhist mountain temple at Koya-san, it happened 

again. Ziegler recalled, “It’s at 2500 feet in the forest, and you have to go up the mountain by 

funicular, which is the way all the pilgrims go. At the top, it was part mist and part sun… and I had 

that timeless feeling of belonging again, just like when I was a child.” These were euphoric, clear-

headed moments for Ziegler. “That’s when I learned to trust that feeling. It seemed to tell me I 

was going the right way.” 	  

	  

How we come to things, how we process what we encounter, and how we try to make sense of it 

all: these questions resonate for every one of us.  For many, the response involves mark making 

– a record of our encounters with our environment, with our thoughts and how they affect us, and 

what we want to tell others about them.  	  

	  

Looking at Ziegler’s Vermilion series, I was particularly, and at first inexplicably, reminded of the 

previously-mentioned Chauvet Cave, then more specifically of Werner Herzog’s documentary, 

“Cave of Forgotten Dreams” (2010). Discovered in 1994, Chauvet Cave stretches over 4000 feet, 

deep into the limestone cliffs of Southern France. Containing the oldest paintings ever 

documented, it is considered to be one of the greatest discoveries in human culture. To 



understand better my own association, I re-watched the film and found this musing by Herzog 

about the difficulty of ever understanding the artists’ impulse behind the cave’s startlingly beautiful 

and remarkably dynamic paintings of giant bears, cave lions, and mammoths.    

	  

The painters of the cave seem to speak to us from a familiar yet distant universe. 

These images are memories of long-forgotten dreams. Is this their heartbeat or ours? Will 

we ever be able to understand the vision of the artists across such an abyss of time? 

There is an aura of melodrama in this landscape. It could be straight out of a Wagner 

opera or a painting of German Romanticists. Could this be our connection to them? This 

staging of a landscape as an operatic event does not belong to the Romanticists alone. 

Stone Age men might have had a similar sense of inner landscapes, and it seems natural 

that there's a whole cluster of Paleolithic caves right around here.	  

	  

These drawings are the manifestation of Ziegler’s particular creative process and a filtering of her 

acquired sense of vermilion’s role in much of our human experience. Her dancing lines, her 

hinting at something that looks like a thing that you can’t quite recall – they are the distillations of 

so many moments of experience for Ziegler. Her encounters are not unlike the sort we all have 

and have had, across time and cultures, and what Herzog calls a similar sense of inner 

landscapes. In fact, it is that common experience of an inner landscape that makes it clear to me 

that we can know, do know, the Chauvet artists’ vision. We know because the evidence of that 

vision is captured in their paintings’ power, in an honest distillation of the experience of encounter, 

in the awe of the mystery of their environment. These impulses resonate strongly because they 

are the same ones we continue to strive to capture in our contemporary declarations on the page, 

or the canvas, or chosen medium. It is the same vision that weaves through this series of 

drawings by Ellen Ziegler. And we delight in all these manifestations, though they may speak to 

us from a familiar yet distant universe, because though we all surely notice and feel these 

encounters, few can capture them in such an arresting way. 
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